Genome-scale classification of metabolic reactions and assignment of EC numbers with self-organizing maps.
The automatic perception of chemical similarities between metabolic reactions is required for a variety of applications ranging from the computer-aided validation of classification systems, to genome-scale reconstruction (or comparison) of metabolic pathways, to the classification of enzymatic mechanisms. Comparison of metabolic reactions has been mostly based on Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers, which are extremely useful and widespread, but not always straightforward to apply, and often problematic when an enzyme catalyzes several reactions, when the same reaction is catalyzed by different enzymes, when official full EC numbers are unavailable or when reactions are not catalyzed by enzymes. Different methods should be available to compare metabolic reactions. Simultaneously, methods are required for the automatic assignment of EC numbers to reactions still not officially classified. We have proposed the MOLMAP reaction descriptors to numerically encode the structural transformations resulting from a chemical reaction. Here, such descriptors are applied to the mapping of a genome-scale database of almost 4000 metabolic reactions by Kohonen self-organizing maps (SOMs), and its screening for inconsistencies in EC numbers. This approach allowed for the SOMs to assign EC numbers at the class, subclass and sub-subclass levels for reactions of independent test sets with accuracies up to 92, 80 and 70%, respectively. Different levels of similarity between training and test sets were explored. The approach also led to the identification of a number of similar reactions bearing differences at the EC class level. The programs to generate MOLMAP descriptors from atomic properties included in SDF files are available upon request for evaluation.